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Task Analysis 

 Fixing a cup of coffee with milk and sugar 

Standing at coffee counter, ready to make drinks 

Natural Cue      Response  

*Customer orders a coffee with milk and sugar  Pick up cup sleeve 

Cup sleeve in hand     Open cup sleeve 

Open cup sleeve in hand    Pick up coffee cup 

Open sleeve and coffee cup in hands   Put the coffee cup into the sleeve   

Coffee cup with sleeve in hand    Put coffee cup down on counter 

Coffee cup on counter     *Pick up coffee pot 

*Coffee pot in hand     Open the coffee pot lid 

Coffee pot lid open     *Pour coffee into cup 

Coffee cup 80 % filled with coffee   *Stop pouring coffee 

*Stop pouring coffee     Put coffee pot on counter 

Coffee pot on counter     *Pick up sugar packet 

Sugar packet in hand     *Open sugar packet 

Open sugar packet in hand    *Pour sugar into coffee cup 

Empty sugar packet in hand    Put empty sugar packet in the trash can 

Sugar packet in the trash    *Open milk container 

*Milk container open     *Pick up milk 

*Milk in hand      *Pour milk into coffee cup for 1 second  

Counted for one second     *Stop pouring milk 

*Milk container in hand     Close milk container 

Milk container closed     Put milk container on counter 

Milk container on counter    Pick up stir stick 
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Stir stick in hand     Holding on to stir stick, place stick in coffee 

Stir stick in coffee     Stir coffee  

Milk is stirred into coffee    Put stir stick in the trash can 

Stir stick is in the trash can    Pick up coffee cup lid 

Coffee cup lid in hand     Put lid on coffee cup  

Lid is on coffee cup     *Pick up coffee cup 

*Coffee cup is in hand     *Give coffee cup to customer 

 

Modifications: For a student who has difficulty with fine motor skills: 

-Instead of the student opening a coffee cup sleeve each time when fixing a cup of coffee, a co-worker 

could be the cup sleeves on the cups before the student’s shift begins. 

-Instead of opening a milk container’s spout for each cup of coffee, milk could be stored and poured 

from a pitcher kept on the counter. 

-Instead of opening individual sugar packets for each coffee, sugar could be in a sugar dish with a spoon 

and kept on the counter. 

-Instead of using a thin stir stick, coffee could be stirred with a larger stirring utensil such as a table 

spoon. 


